CLYDE COOK

(1891-1984) Dancer, comedian, acrobat, film actor. Clyde Cook first appeared on the professional stage as a seven year old and went on to carve out a career on the international stage as both a vaudeville performer and a star of the early Hollywood film industry. Associated in Australia mostly with J.C. Williamson's Ltd, Cook featured as a juvenile in a number of the Firm's most successful pantomimes, and while still a teenager also cemented his reputation as one of the country's most talented acrobatic dancers on the Tivoli circuit. In 1911, he travelled to the United Kingdom and initially worked for several years at the Empire Theatre, Finsbury Park while also touring the UK variety circuits. After playing a 14 weeks season at the Folies Bergeries in Paris he began a three years engagement in revue at the Adelphi Theatre in London. Cook returned to Australia in 1916 and renewed his association with J.C. Williamson's Ltd through a series of musical comedies and revues, but in 1919 left Australia to become an “overnight success” at the New York Hippodrome. Within a year he was discovered by Fox Studios who contracted him to star in a series of “Clyde Cook” comedies, and through which he rivalled Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton as one of Hollywood's most popular film comics of the era. In all Cook appeared in more than 130 films, beginning with Kiss Me Quick (1921) and ending with Donovan's Reef (opposite John Wayne) in 1963.

Clyde Wilford Cook was born on 16 December 1891 in the small village of Hamilton, then situated some seven miles from Port Macquarie. The second son of an engine-driver who worked at the nearby logging camp, Cook reportedly almost drowned twice before his fifth birthday. The first incident occurred when he was playing near workmen who were loading timber onto a schooner and fell off a chute into the Hastings River. The second time he was pushed into a well by another child but managed to save himself by clinging to the sides of the well until rescue came. According to a brief biography published in Everyone's in 1921, the second near death experience convinced Cook even at that tender age to become an athlete. ("Clyde Cook Biography, 14). His decision to deliberately learn tricks in which his life was often at stake also led him down a path towards an acrobatic career that was played out not only on stage and but in later years saw him doing his own stunts as a lead Hollywood actor.

At age six Cook moved to Sydney with his family and attended a public school. By then having mastered a number of acrobatic stunts, including walking on his hands, he stood out as his school's most gifted athlete. The new and exciting influences of city life also saw him take up and excel in dancing, and particularly in the Highland Fling. In great demand for benefit and amateur entertainments his reputation was such that within a year or so he came to the attention of J.C. Williamson who put him under contract to do a dance act with other juveniles in a touring company. He remained with Williamson for several years on and off, and indeed was largely associated with the Firm throughout much of his adult career in Australia.

During his off-time with the Williamson firm Cook learned the art of tumbling, getting tips from both experienced acrobats engaged by the company and also the motley assortment of performers who practiced regularly in the sand hills behind Sydney's Centennial Park ("Cook Leaves Hip" 16). Australian Variety reports in its 20 May 1920 edition that some of these performers were with Wirth's Circus (16). Cook also appeared in several productions put on by producers such as Charles Holloway (The Milestones of Life, 1901) and John F. Sheridan (Mrs Goldstein, 1902). Sometime around 1904, aged about thirteen, he secured a two year contract with Harry Rickards to present a tumbling and dance turn on the showman's Australia-wide circuit. During this period, in which he was accompanied by his mother, Cook also developed his singing voice, becoming an accomplished baritone. He then returned to J. C. Williamson's and performed a similar acrobatic dance act as part of his roles in the company's comic operas. As with his earlier association with Williamson, Cook undertook engagements with other organisations when not required. One season established to date was with Ted Holland in Brisbane around April/May 1906.

Between late 1906, when he appeared Tweedledum and the Gryphon in Williamson's Christmas pantomime Alice in Wonderland, and his departure for the United Kingdom in 1912, Cook was largely associated with the Firm. During this period he played roles in the pantomimes Jack and Jill (1908/09), Aladdin (1909/10; as Chop, one of the emperor's bodyguards) and Jack and the Beanstalk (1910/11). During this period Cook firmly established himself as one of the country's best dancers, even though still in though still in his teens, and still considered a juvenile. This

---

1 For further insight into the role of the "sand hills" as a training opportunity for vaudeville acrobats see Wilson, Alf "Redhead." "In the Sandhill Days." Australian Variety 17 Jan. (1917), 27.
reputation was further cemented in the minds of the public when he entered a competition at Mort Lake on St Patrick's Day 1907. Although aged only 16 and competing against adult dancers from around the country Cook nevertheless won the jig and reel championship ("Clyde Cook Biography," 14).

Not long after finishing up with *Jack and the Beanstalk*, Cook and his mother travelled to the United Kingdom where he attempted to break into hugely competitive music hall industry. The *Everyone's* biography, published just as his Hollywood film career was taking off, records that despite his considerable reputation in Australia things did not go initially well for the young performer:

He persistently made the rounds of the booking offices seeking an engagement [but ] learned that a great reputation in Australia meant little or nothing in London. He was down to 17s. 6d., and living in a cheap boarding house when he was offered a tryout at the Finsbury Park Empire Theatre. There is made a hit with the audience. This theatre company signed Cook on for a two years contract and he travelled over their circuit throughout Great Britain, giving an entertainment very similar to that which later gained him fame at the Hippodrome in New York. While an eccentric singing and recitative comedian, he relied chiefly on dancing, gestures and tumbling to score his points with an audience (14).

Following the end of his contract Cook went to Paris, where his by now formable reputation earned him an engagement at the Folies Bergere. According to the same *Everyone's* biography Cook went straight to work without instruction, rehearsal or knowledge of the French language:

The management left him to his own devices. He went on the stage and found himself in a scene at a cafe, seated at a table with Mme Jane Marnac and another beautiful woman. Inasmuch as he could not speak or understand a word of French, he had no idea of either the comments of the audience, which were very freely expressed, not of the part he was expected to take in the performance. He sat at the table until he heard from the wings “Monsieur Clyde Cook” and he knew that it was his cue to get up and do the same act he had done in London. At his exit the audience clapped but also made a noise peculiar to the French theatres—which Cook mistook for a hissing. It took the combined arguments of the management and other actors to convince him that the audience wanted to see more of him (14).

Cook remained at the Folies Bergere for 14 weeks, with his season reportedly a tremendous success. He then returned to London and on 30 March 1913 signed a three year contract with the management of the Alhambra Theatre to appear in revue (AV: 19 Apr. 1916, 6). While few details of this period of his career have yet been located, it is possible that his first role was in the final weeks of *Kill That Fly* (which had opened in October 1912). He subsequently appeared in *Eightpence a Mile* (9 May 1913), *Keep Smiling* (6 Oct. 1913), and *Not Likely* (4 May 1914), 5064 Gerrard (19 Mar. 1915), and *Now's the Time* (13 Oct. 1915). Cook's short time in Paris had left an indelible impression on him, though, and during his time at the Alhambra he made no less than 25 "weekend" trips back to the French capital, with at least three by aeroplane ("Clyde Cook Biography," 14).
Shortly after the conclusion of his Alhambra contract in 1916 Cook returned to Australia. *Everyone’s* records that his original intent was to join the Australian Imperial Forces (A.I.F.), but that he "was turned down because of some minor physical defects" (*Clyde Cook Biography* 14). J. C. Williamson's subsequently signed him to a three year contract, announcing in July that he would feature in the company's forthcoming (and somewhat prophetic) musical comedy *The Cinema Star*. Cook's determination to do something for the war effort, however, saw him spend almost half his time entertaining returned soldiers and raising money for various funds on their behalf over the next few years. Interestingly the moustache which Cook became famous for during his early Hollywood career appears to have been part of his stage persona by late 1917, and was possibly created for his role as "The Rolling Stone" in *The Cinema Star*.2 The earliest record of the moustache being part of his onstage make-up is a photograph published in the January issue of the *Theatre Magazine* in 1917 (page 23). An *Australian Variety* photograph (see next page) also shows that he was continuing to wear the moustache in his turns on the Tivoli bill later in the year.

In December 1917 Cook was engaged as a feature attraction in *The Bing Boys Are Here*. Interestingly the same revue had opened at the Alhambra Theatre immediately after Cook's final season there. The production included the song "Pussy Foot Rag" which became a big hit for both Cook and publisher W.J. Deane. Following the end of the revue's Australian season Cook was engaged to perform in *Hello Everybody* opposite such stars as Jack Cannot and Minnie Love. A review of the show published in *Triad*, while finding it somewhat disappointing, nevertheless records that Cook "acts like a delicious idiot and dances wonderfully. His scamper headlong down the hill in the prehistoric scene is an astounding bit, though it does make one wish that one's creditors could rush down such a steep place into an unfathomable sea, with the other Gadarene swine" (10 Feb. 1919, 46). Cook also made possibly his first film appearance in 1918 with a cameo role in the J. C. Williamson's production *His Only Chance* (directed by Vincent White). According to Frank Van Straten his eccentric dancing was a feature of the film (159).

Cook’s final year in Australian was not without some controversy. In July he brought a case before the Sydney Courts against his employer J.C. Williamson's Ltd, which *Smith's Weekly* suggested would test the rights of performers whose employment (and contracts) were being reneged on due to the flu epidemic and the subsequent closure of theatres (5 July 1919, 3). While the outcome of this legal case is yet to be located, it came shortly before Cook left Australia for good. It is possible therefore that this issue led to him making the decision to leave because several references to the comedian published in 1919 appear to indicate that he intended staying in Australia (at least for the foreseeable future). In May, for example, he attended the annual general meeting of the Actors Association and was elected a councillor for the ensuing year, along with more than a dozen other performers including Arthur Stignant, Jack Cannot, Phil Smith, Helen Fergus, Charles Workman and Tal Odell (BC: 10 May 1919, 12). Within three months of committing himself to that position, however, Cook left the country bound for New York.

---

2 It is possible that Cook had adopted the moustache as early as his London period, but no evidence regarding this possibility has yet been located.
Unlike his first attempt to find work overseas this time the young comic was able to line up an engagement before leaving the country. The reputation he had established during his time in London was already well-known by R. H. Burnside, general manager of the New York Hippodrome, who engaged him to replace the eccentric comedian Marcelline in the revue *Happy Days*. Cook made his first US appearance in September 1919 and was reportedly an "immediate success with his pantomimic power and his wonderful ability as a contortionist." Regularly billed as the Australian "Inja Rubber Idiot" during this period, he remained the "chief entertainer at that house until late March 1920" ("Clyde Cook Biography" 14; and Porter 159).

Sometime during his Hippodrome engagement Cook came to the attention of William Fox who signed him to star in a series of special screen comedies to be made by Fox Studios in Hollywood. Cook subsequently left for the West Coast a few days before his contract became effective – on 1 April 1920. The first Clyde Cook film to be released was *Don't Tickle*. It was an immediate success, playing at one stage in two Broadway theatres simultaneously. Although his next four films were equally as popular Cook's star appeal seems to have been somewhat limited. He nevertheless continued to take on roles regularly throughout the 1920s and 1930s, eventually turning himself into a reliable character actor.

Little has yet been established regarding Cook's continued association with the stage from 1920 onwards. While several secondary sources record that he appeared with Ziegfeld's Follies, no specific dates are provided (see Historical Notes and Corrections below). The *Theatre* records in early 1922 that "one of Clyde Cook's latest American appearances was as Sir Joseph Porter in the Gilbert and Sullivan opera *Pinafore*" (Mar. 1922, 16). A brief par in *Everyone's* from early 1925 indicates, too, that he was then headlining on the Orpheum Circuit, while the *Internet Broadway Database* further records that he played a soldier in the 1947 production of *The Story of Mary Surratt*.

While his film roles became less frequent from the mid-1940s onwards, Cook nevertheless maintained a presence in the industry up until 1953, averaging at least a film a year throughout that period. One film that he was perfectly cast for was *The Man from Down Under* (1943), in which he played an Australian. His final film was *Donovan's Reef* (1963), starring opposite John Wayne.

---

3 From an undated photocopy.
Little has yet been found regarding Clyde Cook's personal life. It appears that he was married twice – the first time to Alice Draper (?-1938), and with whom he had one child. His second wife's name was Constance. The 1921 Everyone's biography indicates that Cook was a determined man who took his career very seriously and knew well the value of keeping himself fit and healthy.

Mr Cook for fifteen years, in order to develop his muscles and make his body supple, has taken exercises before breakfast every morning. He spends twenty minutes in back bending, standing on his hands, leg-stretching and many other stunts. In this way he keeps himself to 140 pounds weight – which is not more than five pounds over his fighting weight when he was training for the ring. At various times during the course of his stage tumbling he broke his left shoulder blade, his left ankle, his left hand, three fingers on his right hand and suffered concussion of the brain. However, these injuries had no lasting effect, and he is in better physical condition now than he was ten years ago (14).

Cook died of arteriosclerotic cardio vascular disease on 13 August 1984 at his home near Santa Barbara, California.

**HISTORICAL NOTES AND CORRECTIONS**

1. Charles Norman writes in *When Vaudeville Was King*: "Miss Daphne Pollard and her brother Clyde Cook went to Hollywood and acted in the early films" (136). This is very likely an error by Norman as no further reference to Cook and Pollard being brother and sister has been found in any other source. Cook's only known sibling was an elder brother (see "Clyde Cook Biography," for example).

2. Several secondary sources also record that Cook served in the navy prior to or after returning to Australia in 1916 (see for example Frank Van Straten's entry in the *Companion to Theatre in Australia*, 159; and silenthollywood.com). As noted above, however, this did not eventuate. An examination of Cook's career in both the UK and Australia indicates that he could not have served with either the British Royal Navy or the Australian Royal Navy due to his theatrical commitments.

3. Cook's entry in the Internet Movie Database records that he made an uncredited appearance in the US film *Soldiers of Fortune*, which was released on 22 November 1922. It would appear unlikely that Cook could have been involved in its production, however, given that it was made in San Diego either before Cook arrived in the USA or at least while he was appearing at the Hippodrome in New York.

4. A number of secondary sources erroneously record that Cook was an "original Keystone Kop," or have him associated with the Max Sennett comedy series. A catalogue record in the National Library of Australia (The Chump) notes, for example that "Cook first appeared in Keystone comedies in 1915 and switched to Fox in 1920." The Internet Movie Database also implies this association through its entry on the Keystone Kops. However, Cook's association with that series is at best only cursory.

The original Keystone Kops (aka Keystone Cops) films were produced by Sennett for his Keystone Film Company between 1912 and 1917, and hence the series ended well before Cook first went to the USA. Although Sennett continued to use the Keystone Kops intermittently through the 1920s, Cook was never involved in any of these films. The linking of Cook's name with the Keystone Kops appears to stem from his brief appearance in the 1931 Masquers Club of Hollywood and RKO Pathe Pictures film *Stout Hearts and Willing Hands* (directed by Bryan Foy and starring Frank Fay, Lew Cody and Laura La Plante). In one scene the film sees a bunch of Keystone Kops-looking policemen rush into a saw mill and save La Plante's character. Although each of the eight actors is credited as "original Keystone Kops," only two (Ford Sterling, and perhaps Mack Swain) can be 4 The only silent film titled *The Chump* to be made in the USA was the Universal Film Manufacturing Company's 1921 production (directed by Ward Hayes). As the above biography records, Cook was under contract to Fox at that time and hence unlikely to have been allowed to appear in this film. While the NLA catalogue entry indicates that a copy of this film is held by the National Film and Sound Archive, a search of that organisation's holdings has failed to yield a match.
claimed as an original Keystone Kop). Given that Stout Hearts and Willing Hands has no association with Max Sennett and is not considered part of the Keystone Kops series, any suggestion of both the film and Cook being part of its history should be dismissed as historically inaccurate.

5. A number of secondary sources record that Cook appeared with Ziegfeld Follies. His obituary in the Star News indicates, for example, that he joined that organisation after World War I. Frank Van Straten notes a similar scenario, writing that after moving to the USA "he appeared at the New York Hippodrome and in Ziegfeld Follies" (159). It is unclear at this stage how long after Cook arrived in the USA that this engagement may have taken place. Current research suggests that he was contracted to the Hippodrome between September 1919 and the end of March 1920, and given his film commitments in California during the next couple of years it is unlikely that he would have had time to appear with the Follies unless these were brief engagements. As noted above, however, Cook is known to have continued to perform live during the 1920s and hence it is possible that he did play the Follies at some stage.

ADDITIONAL QUOTATIONS

• [Clyde Cook] appeared in short trousers in The Milestones of Life at the Criterion in 1901. He was more the comic in Jack and the Beanstalk in 1911... Cook had great possibilities with his flair for the comic, but when he was in America he came up against such artists as Charlie Chaplin, Ben Turpin and Chester Conklin, and never reached the first flight (Isadore Brodsky, Sydney Takes the Stage, 62-63).

• Clyde Cook, the Australian dancer, is still doing remarkably well in London in both Alhambra revues Not Likely and Keep Smiling. He has been featured on the daybills and other printed matter, with names that are famous in the English amusement world. Clyde’s mother has been with her son for some considerable time now (AV: 22 July 1914, n. pag.)

• Clyde Cook, the Australian acrobat and dancer celebrated the third year of his engagement at the Alhambra Theatre, London, on March 30th. This is certainly a fine record for this clever young performer (AV: 12 Apr. 1916, 6; repeated 19 Apr. 1916, 6).

• Clyde Cook, Australia’s eccentric dancer and comedian was added to the [Sydney Tivoli] bill this week. Closing the first half of the show he made one of the hits of the afternoon with his very humorous fooling and sensational acrobatic dancing (AV: 3 Oct. 1917, 19).

• Clyde Cook (Tivoli) would do well to take a little more interest in his work. Talking about cutting this and that when doing your turn is of no earthly interest to an audience who want to (and pay to) see an act at its best. This par is not meant for a knock but a gentle hint. (AV: 15 Aug. 1917, n. pag.)

FILMOGRAPHY

1920: Don't Tickle • Kiss Me Quick • The Huntsman • Chase Me
1921: All Wrong • The Jockey • The Chauffeur • The Toreador • The Sailor • The Guide • Skirts
1922: High and Dry • Lazy Bones • The Eskimo
1923: Wet and Weary • The Cyclist • The Artist
1924: So This Is Marriage? • He Who Gets Slapped • The Pinhead • Pony Express • The Misfit • The Broncho Express The Orphan
1925: Starvation Blues • Should Sailors Marry? • Moonlight and Noses
1926: The Winning of Barbara Worth • Miss Nobody • He Forgot to Remember • Scared Stiff • Wife Tamers • Wandering Papas (aka Enough to Do, UK) • What’s the World Coming To?
1927: Good Time Charley • A Sailor’s Sweetheart • The Bush Leaguer • Barbed Wire • Simple Sis • The Climbers • The Brute White Gold
1928: The Spieler (aka The Spellbinder, UK) • Interference • Beware of Bachelors • Celebrity • Through the Breakers • The Docks of New York • Five and Ten Cent Annie (aka Ambitious Annie) • Pay as You Enter • Lucky in Love • Domestic Troubles • Beware of Married Men
1929: Strong Boy • Captain Lash • Taming of the Shrew • Jazz Heaven • In the Headlines • A Dangerous Woman • Captain Lash • Masquerade •
1930: Sunny • The Dawn Patrol • Women Everywhere • Wings of Adventure • The Dude Wrangler • Officer O’Brien
1931: Daybreak • The Secret Witness • Never the Twain Shall Meet
1932: Blondie of the Follies
1933: West of Singapore • Oliver Twist
1934: Shock
1935: Calm Yourself • Barbary Coast • The Perfect Gentleman • The Informer
1936: Tugboat Princess • The White Angel
1937: Wee Willie Winkie • Lancer Spy • Love Under Fire • Bulldog Drummond Escapes • Another Dawn • Souls at Sea
1938: Bulldog Drummond's Peril • Kidnapped • Storm over Bengal • Arrest Bulldog Drummond • Mysterious Mr. Moto
1939: The Little Princess • Bulldog Drummond's Secret Police • Pack Up Your Troubles • Bulldog Drummond's Bride
1940: The Light That Failed • The Sea Hawk
1941: Suspicion • Ladies in Retirement • Sergeant York • Unexpected Uncle •
1942: Counter-Espionage • This Above All • Klondike Fury • White Cargo
1943: The Mysterious Doctor • The Man from Down Under • Forever and a Day
1944: The White Cliffs of Dover • Follow the Boys
1946: To Each His Own • The Verdict
1947: Bulldog Drummond at Bay
1948: To the Victor
1949: Sword in the Desert
1950: When Willie Comes Marching Home
1951: Pride of Maryland
1953: Abbott and Costello Meet Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde • Rogue's March •
Loose in London • The Maze
1963: Donovan's Reef

NB: Cook also appeared in one episode of the television series Superman in 1953.
The above filmography has been sourced from both the Internet Movie Database and Silent Hollywood.com
**ENGAGEMENTS CHRONOLOGY**

1901: **CHARLES HOLLOWAY** (Criterion Th, Syd; 15-28 June <The Milestones of Life>)
1902: **JOHN F. SHERIDAN** (Criterion Th, Syd; 20 Sept-24 Oct. <Mrs Goldstein>)
1903: **HARRY RICKARDS** (Tivoli, Syd; 10 Jan.* < first appearance>)
1905: **JOHN FULLER & SONS** (Opera House and Palace of Varieties, Auckland; NZ; ca. Nov.-Dec.) • (Th Royal, Wellington, NZ; ca. Dec.*)
1906: **JOHN FULLER & SONS** (Th Royal, Wellington, NZ: ca. Jan.*) • (Opera House and Palace of Varieties, Christchurch, NZ; ca. Jan.-Feb.) • (Th Royal, Wellington, NZ; ca. Mar-Apr.*) ► **HARRY RICKARDS** (Tivoli, Syd; 14 Apr.* < billed as "a reappearance in Sydney") • **TED HOLLAND** (Th Royal, Bris; 28 Apr.* ) ► **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Syd; 24-31 Dec. < Alice in Wonderland>)
1907: **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Syd; 1 Jan.* < Alice in Wonderland) • (Th Royal, Syd; 14-31 Dec. > Blue Bells in Fairyland)
1908: **JCW** (Th Royal, Syd; 1 Jan. - * > Blue Bells in Fairyland) • **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Syd; 19-31 Dec. < Jack and Jill>)
1909: **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Syd; 1 Jan.* < Jack and Jill) • **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Melb; 18-31 Dec. < Aladdin>)
1910: **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Melb; 1 Jan.* < Aladdin) ► **HARRY RICKARDS** (Tivoli, Syd; 21 Mar. < Benevolent Fund of the Australian Vaudeville Association matinee>) • **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Bris; 23 May.* < Aladdin) • **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Melb; 17-31 Dec. < Jack and the Beanstalk>)
1911: **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Melb; 1 Jan. * < Jack and the Beanstalk) • **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Syd; 8 Apr. * <Jack and the Beanstalk>)

**NB**: Leaves for the UK sometime in 1911.


**NB**: Returns to Australia in May 1916

1916: **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Melb; 7 Oct. - 24 Nov. <Cinema Star> • **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Syd; 23-31 Dec. <Cinema Star>)
1917: **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Syd; 1 Jan - 9 Feb. <Cinema Star> • (Th Royal, Adel; 23 June - 3 July < Royal Comic Opera Co>) ► **RICKARDS TIVOLI THEATRES LTD** (Tivoli Th, Syd; 29 Sept.* ) ► **JCW** (New Zealand tour; ca. Oct.*) • (Her Majesty's, Syd; 29-31 Dec. < The Bing Boys>)
1918: **JCW** (Her Majesty's, Syd; 1 Jan.* < The Bing Boys) • (Her Majesty's, Bris; ca. June-July* < The Bing Boys>) • (Her Majesty's, Syd; ca. Sept.* < The Bing Boys, return season) • (Her Majesty's, Syd; 26-31 Dec. < Hello Everybody>)
1919: (Her Majesty's, Syd; Jan. * < Hello Everybody>)
1920: Travels to the USA and opens at the New York Hippodrome (Billed as the "Inja Rubber idiot," he stars in Happy Days)
1925: **ORPHEUM CIRCUIT**, USA (no details; ca. Jan/Feb.*)
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Promotional photograph for Domestic Troubles (1926)
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